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Abide verb forms in english

To stay To continue residing-living Base Form (Infinitive): Abide Past Simple: Abode/Abided Past Participle: Abode/Abided/Abidden 3rd Person Singular: Abides Present Participle/Gerund: Abiding Base Form Pasticip Simple Pastle Arise Arose Arisen Drive Drove Drove Driven Handwrite Handwritten
Handwritten Ride Rode Ridden Rise Rose Risen Stride Strode/Strided Stridden Stridden Strive Strove Striven Thrive Throve/Thrived Thriven/Thrived Write Wrote Written abode or abided tense of abide is abode or abideed. Verb In abode sense 2 is also used for past time and past participle. Verbo Forms
present simple I / you / we / dim him / she / stays beyond simple vicar past participle abiding -form abiding Phrasal Verbs jump to other results[transitive] can / could not bear someone / something that someone does not like / something so much that hates having to be with or deal with them synonymous
bear, stand I can not stand people without sense of humor. I couldn't bear the thought of being locked in an office. I can't stand people who get off others. Topics Preferences and decisionsc2 [intransitive] + adv./prep. (old use or formal) to stay or live in a placeMay joy and peace remaining in all of us.
Word OriginOldold English 'wait', from 'onwards' + b'dan, of Germanic origin. Phrasal VerbsSee remain in the Oxford Advanced American Dictionary 1In abode sense 2 is also used for the tense and past participle past past past. [transitive] can't/couldn't stand someone or something someone doesn't like
or something so much that you hate having to be with them or deal with them synonymous with bear, stand I can't stand people with no sense of humor. I couldn't bear the thought of being locked in an office. 2[intransitive] + adv./prep. (old or formal) to stay or live in a place that joy and peace remain in all
of us. Phrasal Verbsabide byVer acata in the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary Irregular Verb Abide : Definition Form Past Past Simple Past Participle Third Person Singular Participle / Gerund Sentence Examples : 1. Abides the Book of Wisdom. 2. During crisis days, they have no choice but to
comply with the Contract. More University Admission Essays Index Irregular Verb Abide To HOME PAGE Answer Similar Words Examples Veena fulfilled her son's decision to let the young woman actually fulfill her potential and dream. As parents, the imperial couple generally took hold of tradition, albeit
with some major changes triggered by war. There was always discussion, but in the end, the men had made a decision and they had all gone to bed. I abide by you, to abide by you, to abide by, I am respecting that you are respecting that we are remaining that you are remaining that they are staying that
they were abiding, purple, purple, purple, purple, purple, purple, purple that remained that you remained that you have remained that you have abideedthey have abidedthey abidedthey abidedthey abiding you have been abiding that has been abidingwe has been remaining that have been abiyingthey
have been abidingI had remained had remained had remained had remained had remained had remained we had been remaining that you had been abiding, If you've been respecting, you'll be aware that you'll abide, abide by, I'll scare you to stay, you'll be respecting that you'll be staying close, you'll be
staying, it's taken you to stay that you've stayed we'll have stayed that you'll have abide by you will have remained perfect continuousI will have been abiding that you will have been abiding that it will have been abiding that we will have been remaining we will have been remaining that you will have been
abid by obeying that I would abide you that would remain that would remain that would remain that would remain that would be abiding ding that would be abidingwe would be abidingwe would abidinging you would be abidinging you would be abiding by that they would have been abidingwe would have
remained if you had remained it had been enduring that you would have been respecting that you had abidingwe state would have been abidingwe would have been remaining that you would have been respecting that it would have been abidingabideLet abideabide Infinitive English Simple past English
Past Participle Full Conjugation of Remaining Indicative that has been remaining has been remaining that had been remaining that he will be remaining that he will be fulfilling will have been abided that he will have been staying he will have been staying that you will have been remaining Conditional
would be staying would have remained respected would have been lasting that we would have been respecting that he would have been respecting that he would have been respecting that it would have been enduring Subjunctive Imperative Participle arrow_upward Download our free Translation in
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